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Justices could do well to heed a father’s example
M

y dad passed away
last month. He was
fortunate to have
lived a long life and made a
peaceful exit. But he is missed
by all who knew him.
He was part
of what Tom
Brokaw calls
the “greatest
generation,”
those who persevered
through the
Great Depression, won the
Good War and
ALAN
afterward
GARFIELD
turned America into the most prosperous
nation in history.
He certainly was a Depression-era child. His family took
in boarders and his mother,
who had grown up with a maid
in Russia, was forced to work
endless hours mopping floors
and making beds. The baseball
team he and his friends formed
couldn’t afford mitts for the

with feelings of both pride and
trepidation, they hung a flag
with a star in the window to
indicate that someone from
their household was serving in
the armed forces.
He became a lead navigator
of a squadron of B-24 Liberator
bombers flying in Italy. He
rarely spoke about his time in
the war, yet there must have
been some terrifying moments. My geography-loving
dad preferred to talk about the
plodding path his plane took to
cross the Atlantic: first to Bangor, Maine, then on to Newfoundland, the Azores and
Morocco.
He enjoyed the prosperous
post-war years and derived
tremendous satisfaction from
his work as an accountant. He
would remind clients who resented sending big checks to
the IRS that their large tax
bills were a sign of their good
fortune in having high incomes. Progressive taxation,
he said, allowed everyone to

whole team so they agreed that
only the catcher and first baseman would have mitts.
My father never ceased
worrying about money. Until
he stopped driving, he couldn’t
conceive of buying gasoline
anywhere other than Costco
where it was a few cents
cheaper. But, with his children,
he was generous to a fault.
He got us through college
without any debt and insisted
on always picking up the tab.
We fondly remember going to
dinner at Bob’s Big Boy and
asking him if we could upgrade
from fries to onion rings. This
child of the Depression would
light up as he answered us with
those three magical letters,
“MNO” – money’s no object.
He also fought in World War
II. His neighbors told him that
as an only child with elderly
parents he might be able to
stay home and work in a defense plant. But he felt the call
to serve, and his parents supported him. Like other parents,

pay his or her fair share.
So, yes, my dad qualifies for
Brokaw’s greatest generation.
I, too, would count him among
the “greatest,” though for less
grandiose reasons.
He was a loving and devoted
spouse. He was an honest businessman and a reliable breadwinner. He was a rock solid
foundation for his children.
This was enough to put him
into my Fathers’ Hall of Fame.
In summing up his life,
people inevitably said he was a
“mensch,” a good human being. He cared about others,
was honest and fair, and had a
quiet humility.
Usually for my Bench Press
column, I write about a constitutional law case before the
Supreme Court. I lay out each
side’s argument or explain why
the justices will have to choose
between competing values. I
might question whether the
justices should even decide the
case.
Inevitably, I conclude that

the justices will have to use
their discretion – what else
explains why so many cases
are decided by five justices
interpreting the Constitution
one way and four interpreting
it another – and hope they use
it wisely.
But today I’m thinking
about how the justices could
demonstrate this wisdom by
following some of the same
principles my dad did. Be humble. Recognize that many issues in a democracy are for
the people and their representatives to decide, not nine
unelected justices. Be empathetic. Care about those whose
lives are affected by your decisions. Be honest and fair. Mete
out justice fairly and ensure
that the reasoning behind your
actions is transparent.
Why not, to borrow the
name of a new toy, be a
“mensch on a bench”?

Alan Garfield is a professor at Widener
University School of Law.

Project studies dilemma of long-term unemployed
I
f there is a way out of
America’s crisis of longterm unemployment, it’s
possible nobody has a better
chance of finding it than a new
team of five researchers based
at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
Their project, the Institute for
Career Transitions, will take
a data-driven
approach to
figuring out
the best way to
EVAN SOLTAS help the longterm unemployed land jobs. The research
is the first of its kind; with 4.1
million Americans who have
unable to find work for more
than six months, it couldn’t be
more important.
“I think what’s happening
here is unique,” said Ofer Sharone, the MIT sociologist who
co-founded the research center. “We want to help, and we
want to figure out the best way
to help.”
Sharone’s team has designed what a scientist would
call a randomized controlled

the résumés of the long-term
unemployed, no matter their
job qualifications. After more
than six months without a job,
Ghayad found, an applicant
has less than a 5 percent
chance of getting an interview.
If Ghayad is right, then the
U.S. can’t count on an economic recovery to re-employ those
who have gone without work
for more than half a year.
Ghayad and Sharone have
concentrated on fieldwork and
not theory. What brought them
together on this project, both
said, was a shared concern that
the long-term unemployed
were trapped and could not
escape without help.
That help doesn’t exist.
Federal and state programs
focus on job skills, not the
hiring process – and advice
from career coaches was both
too expensive and badly tailored to positions.
That’s tragic, the researchers think, because help in the
job search may be what the
long-term unemployed need
most. White-collar employers
rely on intangibles – do they
like you? – to pick from applicants. In that environment,

trial to test whether support in
the job search can help the
long-term unemployed find
work, and if so, what kind of
support has the greatest impact. About 130 job seekers
will be randomly selected and
matched with 63 different
career coaches. They will receive either one-on-one or
group support over the next
three months.
The effort is at the same
time a sort of miniature thinktank. It’s staffed with researchers who hope the smallscale pilot program will yield
ideas for further study and for
scalable job-placement programs that could make a dent
in long-term unemployment.
“This group, the long-term
unemployed, faces real discrimination in the labor market,” Sharone said. “The question is whether job-search
strategies can make a meaningful difference against that
discrimination. That’s never
been tested before.”
A key member of Sharone’s
team is Rand Ghayad, a labor
economist whose studies of
long-term unemployment have
shown that employers toss out
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discouragement and disconnection put the long-term unemployed at a disadvantage.
“I call it the ‘chemistry
game,’ ” Sharone said. “Job
search is based on rapport and
networking. Hiring decisions
are based on interpersonal and
cultural fit. This game makes
the unemployed vulnerable.”
There’s a limitation on this
research: This help is expensive. The coaches in the study
are all volunteering their time,
and doing this at scale would
cost billions. But so do welfare
and unemployment benefits.
What the researchers hope will
come from this is a proof of
concept or a more cost-effective way to help.
Ghayad is focusing on data
analysis while Sharone handles
much of the fieldwork, especially as it relates to physical
and psychological well-being.
The project started randomly
matching unemployed job
seekers with coaches this
month.
It’s not clear why employers
have shunned the long-term
unemployed. Many of the participants in the study are highly skilled and have held white-

collar jobs. They seem easily
employable. Yet for most, middle age and a long spell of unemployment seem to scare off
employers.
“A big part of our research”
Ghayad said, “will be identifying which variables matter
most to finding work.”
The second part, Sharone
added, was using data to teach
career coaches how to help.
“Often the advice from
career coaches is something
like ‘you can take control of
your job search’,” Sharone
said. “This is meant to inspire,
but it backfires badly for the
long-term unemployed because it implicitly blames them
for their unemployment.”
It has been a terrible few
years for the long-term unemployed. The conclusions of
research from labor economists such a Ghayad and Sharone haven’t exactly been encouraging, either.
“Now,” Ghayad said, “I hope
we’ll be able to have the first
bit of good news for them.”
Evan Soltas is a contributor to The Ticker,
Bloomberg’s blog about economics, politics
and world news.
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